Our online system is at your service 24 hours a day
Accounting and Taxing Services

- **Outsourced accounting**
  Unique, personalized accounting in our office

- **Tax Consultancy**
  Ask professionals advice in person or online and optimize your costs

- **E-Account**
  Get a line on your company at anywhere, anytime

- **Online Accounting**
  The most cost-effective form of accountancy

- **Payroll**
  Pay optimal wages, benefits to your employees to increase their satisfaction.

- **Online timesheet administration**
  Forget about the daily administration connected to attendance registers.

- **On-site accounting - in your own office**
  We provide bookkeeping in your office based on personalized needs.

- **Online billing**
  Forget about the rumpled account blocks. Get to know the convenience of modern billing.

- **Mobile applications**
  Free useful mobile applications for you (iOS, Android)
Welcome

Thank you for giving a chance to introduce our company!

We are working on our services and IT solutions to increase your company's profit, cost-effectiveness and acquit you of the significant part of accountancy.

Our professional experience and determinant role are the result of our highly qualified group, our satisfied clients and our knowledge of the market.

Our aim is to evolve ahead of expectations, constantly raise the standard of our services, and broaden our clientele.

Use the possibilities offered by EU-TAX: turn your company more cost-effective and more simple!

We hope you will be our satisfied client soon!

Yours Sincerely,

Szabó László
Managing Director, Tax Consultant

Horváth Edina
Managing Director, Tax Consultant

EU-TAX
KÖNYVELES | ADÓZÁS | TANÁCSADÁS
How can we support your company?

EU-TAX Ltd. is open for clients with accountancy tasks and services connected to taxing since 1998 from all over the country. At our company accountancy is more than fixing the warranties, making the tax declaration and handing in the laws data retrieval. We constantly inform our clients about the advantages concerning the company’s tax laws.

From the beginning, we try to serve our clients with complex customer centric information which is a real help to their company. Our aim is to support the executive directors’ short and long term decisions.

Most of the entrepreneurs can’t afford to employ a full-time consultant; therefore in our office they can get this service from their accountant. We are opened for responding to individual needs and requests, we accommodate to our clients’ special needs.

Do you think you need this kind of accountant?
If the answer Yes, You are at the right place!

Over the last 17 years we have become a market leading company. Among our clients there are all forms of companies, from sole proprietorships to market leaders.

We have international relations as well- we have some foreign partners -, recently we are working with German, Belgian, Dutch and Italian companies.

The significant purpose of our qualitative accountancy service is to help our clients’ companies work more effectively. Thanks to our online system our services are available from anywhere in the country.

We gratify more than 160 clients’ daily expectations. During the last years we have earned our clients’ trust, achieved their satisfaction and reached our market leader position in this specialty which is proved by hundreds of successful audit of tax authority.

Facts about EU-TAX:
- Established in 1998
- 17+ years professional experience
- 160+ clients
- The 85% of our clients has chosen us more than three years ago
- 14 committed specialists
- 170+ successful audit
- 310+ successful control from National Tax and Customs Administration of Hungary
That’s what we think about accountancy

If you want to get more from your accountant then data recording, incomprehensible law references then visit us. Our experters know that directors of enterprises don’t interested about laws but their opportunities.

What can we offer you?
- Based on your enterprise’s achievement our leader experters make suggestions for optimization of obligations.
- We are giving advices, so your company can account any kind of costs what the laws ensure possibilities. We draw your attention to mistakes and imperfections connected to your company which maybe ended by penalties during an occurent audit.

Our online services
- We offer an up to date e-account which helps you to follow your gains and expenditures, debt obligations, affixes connected with employees and financial information related to your company.
- You can upload your invoices to our server so there is no need to come in to our office personally with the documents.
- Free online billing opportunity.

Outsourced accountancy

Besides the in-house and online accounting, EU-TAX provides outsourced accounting services in its office. Please read the text below for whom we suggest this form of accounting.

Recommended for those who:
- Insist on ordinary solutions and do not prefer the online opportunities
- Don’t have the technical background and time for digitalize documents, fixing and transmitting them.
- Don’t want to do the accounting at their premise or office.

Advantages:
- We care about storing and saving the invoices.
- Our experts have up to date knowledge so they can answer any kind of questions.
- We inform you in person and via e-mail about the changing laws affecting your company.

You can find more information about our services at www.eutax.hu
Nationwide available online accounting

Without restraint and geographic limitation

Online accounting is an innovative web development which can make possible that you or your colleague can book your invoices without any accounting knowledge. We can help you to start the online accounting and after 20-30 minutes of training you can use the programme independently. You can reach your own account (e-account) through the Internet and book your invoices simply with our program.

Recommended for those who:

- Want to keep up with the technical developments and use the advantages of the Internet
- Want to see the results of their company immediately and access their data 24 hours a day
- Like the cost-effective solutions and want to decrease their administration and operational costs. The service cost includes the necessary accounting software offered by us.

Take control over your accounting and choose the best cost-effective way of accounting

Why is online accounting useful?

It is no longer necessary to have your accounting office nearby. You can access the online accounting services in the same level of quality from anywhere in the country.

Those who have chosen our online accounting services only have to do their data recording, we will make sure that everything else is in its place. We ensure the continuous professional background nationwide.

Information immediately, anywhere, anytime

After few clicks you can see your company’s data even for the past years by the help of our services. With the help of online accounting you can plan your debt obligations easier since you can check them anytime.
On-site accounting

On-site accounting can be the optimal solution if according to your company’s parameter you don’t need to employ a full-time accountant, but you wish to follow every process.

**Recommended for those who:**
- Don’t want to expose their company’s safety to the fluctuation of accountants because it is important to ensure the continuous accounting.
- Believe that it is important to take full responsibility for their work. The accountant cannot be held accountable for any damage caused; however, EU-TAX Ltd. takes full responsibility and has professional liability insurance.

What are the advantages of field accounting?

**Active co-working**
- You can create direct connections with our co-workers, so the information exchange between the accountant and client is more efficient.
- You can ask your questions and tell your observations in person to our co-workers so you can get a line on your company's financial situation constantly.
- Through site working we can get the answer immediately from you or your colleagues so the work can be faster.

**Reliability**
- Our co-workers have up to date professional knowledge with the support of a proper accountant group.
- We take responsibility for the data’s safety as well as the operation of our software and servers.

**Cost-effectiveness**
- With the contribution of our highly qualified colleagues you can replace a proper accounting department. We invoice in hourly wage based on the working hours spent at your site or in a fixed monthly amount depending on the agreement between us.
- You can save significant operational costs because there is no need to copy documents or take it to the accounting Office.
- The documents and the invoices stay at your office so they are always at hand
- We offer the software and IT devices so there is no need for you to pay extra charges

You can find more information about our services at www.eutax.hu
You can find more information about our services:

www.eutax.hu
Introducing our e-account service

We have created an innovative, unique and safe online surface (e-account) where our clients can check their enterprise’s actual statements at anywhere, anytime. On your e-account you can find every data of your company, even for the past years. Naturally, if you have any question you can contact us on phone, via e-mail or personally in our office.

How about an accountant who is available 24 hours a day?

Log in with your e-account and you can see immediately your company’s:

- Outcome
- General ledger
- Balance Sheet
- Income statement
- Taxes
- Account receivables
- Payroll details

What are the advantages of the e-account?

- Availability in 0-24 hours
- Preparation of profitability, liquidity, and financial statements, reports on outstanding receivables
- Nationwide available system
- You can upload your invoices so there is no need to bring them to our office

Enquire about your company’s actual situation without waiting 24 hours a day!

You can get information immediately at us!

- You can run a query anytime on your company’s data to see the achievement in a form of a spreadsheet or a chart so you can get the up-to-date data since the booked items are immediately visible in the system.
- You can check your outstanding receivables so you can handle your finances more efficiently
- You can see your VAT liabilities or claims for a defined period
- You can follow your accountant’s work daily through your e-account
- The payroll data of your enterprise is at your service and you can also track your liabilities continuously.

Don’t wait any longer, visit EU-TAX Ltd!

The e-account can be used only by the clients of EU-TAX!
Meet the online invoicing

All EU-TAX client can use the online invoicing free of charge!

Forget the creased and missing invoices! Nowadays invoicing can be done via internet whenever and wherever, even for free. Just a few click and invoices are issued, and you can send them to your business partners via e-mail.

Advantages of online invoicing
- Automatic legal complying, up-to-date system
- Easy accessibility, no more installation
- Cost-effectiveness
- Scheduled backup
- Unlimited number of issued invoices
- Easy to use

The EU-TAX online invoicing is a modern solution which provides the functions above, saving money and time for your enterprise at the same time.

Useful functions in the online invoicing program
- Unlimited number of invoices issued both in HUF and foreign currency
- Pro forma invoice
- Unlimited number of partner records
- Handling different ways of payment and VAT rates
- Preparation and printing of reports
- Reverse VAT receipt
- Tracking of outstanding receivables

What advantages does online invoicing offer?
- Company's prestige is growing as others in the business life consider using online invoicing as an innovative and environment-friendly way.
- As invoices are sent electronically, customers get them immediately
- In case of tax inspection there is no need to worry about the missing invoice blocks
- It can be much easier to solve other agendas in connection with invoices: one click, and you can make or send copies, so there is no need to store the full invoice blocks for 8 years
- The program doesn't need to be installed on your computer, so there is no need for a computer administrator
- System is available anywhere and anytime

Invoicing has never been easier!
Tax Consultancy

What can you gain from our tax consultancy service?

The complicated and convoluted tax laws make it unavoidable for companies to hire experts who coordinate their tax activities. If a company wants to manage its taxation and liquidity successfully, it needs an expert who has particular knowledge in that topic. The consultants of EU-TAX can help you to provide a steady background for your company with their accounting and payroll services.

Be aware of your possibilities
Due to the complicated regulation and the correlation of legislation there is a lot uncertainty in this area. To take the opportunity, you have to be familiar with your rights, and our tax consultants are ready to help you!

Planning
Tax planning is very important in the company’s establishment, operation and in case of final settlement and liquidation. It is essential to define and implement their possibilities within the legal framework.

Representation to the authorities
The company has to be represented during the tax authority audit by someone who has professional knowledge and practical experience.

Tax screening
If the tax authority hasn’t made a comprehensive examination yet in your company or you have been already informed about the audit, tax screening is recommended. The cost of correction of risks and mistakes during the screening is much lower than the possible penalty.

What can we offer you?
- Tax consultancy, tax planning, tax screening
- Preparation of the tax return and personal income tax return
- Daily information about business tax cases and changes of legislation

Online tax consultancy
Our online tax consultancy services are accessible whether personally or online, via Skype. In this way we are ready to help you wherever you are either in your home or in your office. Your questions will be answered clearly, without any jargon, considering your own particular case and circumstances.
Payroll

Payroll is a very complex, constantly changing speciality. Let the professionals do your payroll so the employees’ wages will always be fine!

**Recommended for those who:**
Want to reduce cost in the area of payment direction. You can save your company from personal and other expenses with our service.

**Why is the outsourcing of payroll useful?**

**Predictability**
A company's personal expenses become transparent with the help of wage cost planning, and its resources can be easily allocated. The exact planning contributes to the effective use of the company's money.

**Cost-effectiveness**
Your company can save significant costs within the legal framework if we can maximize the employees’ benefits while reducing the contribution paid after workers.

**Reliability**
We inform you about any changes in law or other regulations affecting your company. We are drawing your attention to subsidies and tax-free benefits as well.

**Online timesheet administration**

**What do you have to know about it?**
- Forget the paper-based attendance register.
- Employees' signatures are only needed monthly.
- The program automatically runs the timesheets based on the work schedule in accordance with the Labour Code.
- The program includes the schedule, the register and the calculated and cumulated wage supplement data
- Prepare the employees’ personal timesheet, which can be signed along with the payslip
- It is enough to record the data in connection with holiday, sick-leave, overtime and other absence
- Overtime, holiday and sick-leave period is calculated and cumulated.

Our payroll and social security administration services are available standalone, without any obligation to order our accounting services.
EU-TAX mobile applications

Everyone can download our free mobile applications and the download doesn’t entail any obligation to apply for any of our services. They just make it easier and simpler to orientate yourself in the world of accounting, taxation and payroll in the future.

The main purpose of this development was to create something that is easy to use, and give as many information to users as possible at the same time.

**Wage calculator application**
This application makes it easier to calculate the wage associated costs. After adding the employee net or gross income, the application lists immediately its taxes and contributions. Whether you’re an employee or an employer, you will know how wages turn out and what elements they’re consisting of.

**Tax advices application**
„Tax advices” is the self-developed application of EU Tax Ltd. eutax.hu and eu-tax.hu blog, where you can read and share articles, as well as send personal messages to the author of the blog. Read the latest tax advices and articles comfortably through your phone or your iPad.

**EU-TAX e-account application (available only for our clients)**
Every client who uses e-account can get access to download this application. You can make the right business decision since with the help of the application you can get access to your up-to-date profit and loss statement and balance sheet. This application is only available for Android phones.

Applications can be downloaded through our website: www.eutax.hu/mobil-alkalmazasaink/
Facts about our charges

Our accounting charges are primarily based on how time consuming the future bookkeeping, the number of booked items and the income of the company.

With paying the accounting charge you can not only get our services, but also our experience, expertness and our knowledge acquired through the years.

It’s wise not to save money on a cheap accountant, because what you could save on the accounting charge, you can lose easily on the inaccurate accounting and taxing advices. We are aware of the fact that the accounting service doesn’t generate direct income, but without reliable and accurate accounting the director of the company cannot clearly see its efficiency and objectively estimate its performance.

You can find more information about our services at: www.eutax.hu
We have significant experience in accounting of micro, small, medium and large size enterprises, as we are on the market since 1998. Among our clients you can find sole entrepreneurs as well as companies with billions of gain. For us a sole entrepreneur is as important as the multinational companies.

We also have experience in accounting in trading, service providing and manufacturing sector. Our clients’ honourable trust is a warranty for our quality of service.

Your problem is a solved case for us!

Last but not least some of our satisfied clients:

- www.te-di.hu
- www.colibri90.hu
- www.optiwella.com
- www.flemasnacks.com
- www.cas-software.hu
- www.osrh.hu
- www.mprofil.hu
- www.vendo.hu
- www.baustudium.hu
- www.egeszsegugyimarketing.hu
- www.origami-bikini.hu
- www.lumenmaster.hu
- www.bioplanet.hu
- www.milwaukeeinst.com
- www.deltabio.eu
- www.inu.hu
Visit us with confidence!

If you have any question about our service please contact us by phone or e-mail

6724 Szeged, Pacsirta u. 1.

info@eutax.hu

www.eutax.hu
www.eu-tax.hu
www.eutax-onlineszamlazo.hu
www.facebook.com/eutax.hu
www.facebook.com/adotippek.info